Amazon Aurora Performance Assessment
This document outlines the steps to assess the performance of Amazon Relational Database Service
(Amazon RDS) for Amazon Aurora using the Sysbench benchmarking tool and discusses use of the
Amazon Machine Image (AMI) customized to make it easy to benchmark the performance of Amazon
Aurora with the Sysbench benchmark and Transaction Processing Performance Council Benchmark C
(TPC‐C).

Assessing Amazon RDS for Aurora Performance Using Sysbench
This section outlines the steps to assess the performance of Amazon RDS for Aurora using the Sysbench
tool. It describes running two different workloads to simulate a simple read‐heavy workload (100
percent read), and a write‐heavy workload (100 percent write) on Amazon RDS for Aurora.
The results displayed in this document are representative. The results of your testing might vary based
on various environmental dependencies including instance configuration, network performance, and so
on.

Setup
Our setup consists of four Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) r3.8xlarge Linux instances
running the Sysbench tool and querying an Amazon Aurora DB instance, also r3.8xlarge. All instances are
created in an Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) with enhanced networking enabled to ensure
that throughput numbers are not constrained by network bandwidth.
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For this setup, perform the following steps:
1. Create a VPC. (Note that for the purposes of this test, all four EC2 r3.8xl instances running
Sysbench were in same Availability Zone as the database instance.)
2. Ensure enhanced networking is enabled on all four r3.8xlarge instances. For more information,
see http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/enhanced‐networking.html.
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3. Install Sysbench version 0.5 on r3.8xlarge instances. For detailed instructions, see Installing
Sysbench Version 0.5 at the end of this section.
4. Apply the following network settings to the Sysbench client. These settings tell the Linux kernel
to use all CPU cores to process packets, instead of the default of two, and to reduce context
switching between cores. Both settings are intended to help drive throughput without the need
for additional Sysbench clients.
sudo sh -c 'for x in /sys/class/net/eth0/queues/rx-*; do echo ffffffff
> $x/rps_cpus; done'
sudo sh -c "echo 32768 > /proc/sys/net/core/rps_sock_flow_entries"
sudo sh -c "echo 4096 > /sys/class/net/eth0/queues/rx-0/rps_flow_cnt"
sudo sh -c "echo 4096 > /sys/class/net/eth0/queues/rx-1/rps_flow_cnt"

5. Launch a r3.8xlarge Amazon Aurora DB instance in the same VPC. When you do this, Amazon
RDS automatically enables enhanced networking for you.

Steps for Performance Testing
To do the performance test, follow these steps:
1. Prepare the Amazon Aurora database by running the following command on any one of the Amazon
EC2 r3.8xlarge instances. This command will create the test database.
./sysbench --test=tests/db/oltp.lua --mysql-host= <rds-aurora-instancehost-name> --mysql-port=3306 --mysql-user=<db-username> --mysqlpassword=<db-password> --mysql-db=<db-name> --mysql-table-engine=innodb -oltp-table-size=25000 --oltp-tables-count=250 --db-driver=mysql prepare

2. To perform the simple read‐heavy test, run the following commands on each of the four Sysbench
clients in parallel.
./sysbench --test=tests/db/oltp.lua --mysql-host=<rds-aurora-instancehost-name> --oltp-tables-count=250 --mysql-user=<db-username> --mysqlpassword=<db-password> --mysql-port=3306 --db-driver=mysql --oltp-tablesize=25000 --mysql-db=<db-name> --max-requests=0 --oltp_simple_ranges=0 -oltp-distinct-ranges=0 --oltp-sum-ranges=0 --oltp-order-ranges=0 --maxtime=600 --oltp-read-only=on --num-threads=500 run

3. To perform the write‐heavy test, run the following commands on each of the four Sysbench clients
in parallel.
./sysbench --test=tests/db/oltp.lua --mysql-host=<rds-aurora-instancehost-name> --oltp-tables-count=250 --mysql-user=<db-username> --mysqlpassword=<db-password> --mysql-port=3306 --db-driver=mysql --oltp-tablesize=25000 --mysql-db=<db-name> --max-requests=0 --max-time=600 -oltp_simple_ranges=0 --oltp-distinct-ranges=0 --oltp-sum-ranges=0 --oltporder-ranges=0 --oltp-point-selects=0 --num-threads=1000 --randtype=uniform run
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Results
The results of the test should be as follows.

Simple Read‐Heavy (or Select) Workload
The following Sysbench output displays the results of our read tests when performed simultaneously on
all four Amazon EC2 client machines running Sysbench. We ran this test for 600 seconds and observed a
read performance of 535,164 read requests per second (the sum of the read/write requests per second
for the four Amazon EC2 Sysbench client machines).
EC2 Sysbench client machine 1

EC2 Sysbench client machine 2

EC2 Sysbench client machine 3

EC2 Sysbench client machine 4
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Write‐Heavy Workload
The following Sysbench output displays the results of our write‐heavy tests when performed
simultaneously on all four Amazon EC2 client machines running Sysbench. We ran this test for 600
seconds and observed a write performance of 101,386 write requests per second (the sum of the
read/write requests per second for the four Amazon EC2 Sysbench client machines), while persisting
several copies of data in three different data centers. During this test, we performed 25,329 transactions
per second (the sum of the transactions per second for the four Amazon EC2 Sysbench client machines),
involving inserts, index updates, non‐index updates, and deletes.
EC2 Sysbench client machine 1
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Installing Sysbench Version 0.5
To install Sysbench version 0.5, perform the following steps:
1. Install Bazaar using this command:
$ yum -y install bzr
2. Install Automake using this command:
$ yum -y install automake
3. Install Libtool using this command:
$ yum -y install libtool
4. Install MySQL client‐side headers and libraries (mysql‐devel for Red Hat, or libmysqlclient‐dev for
Debian/Ubuntu) using this command:
$ yum -y install mysql-devel
5. Download Sysbench using this command:
$ bzr branch lp:sysbench
6. Compile and install Sysbench using these commands:
$ cd sysbench
$ ./autogen.sh
$ ./configure
$ make
$ cd sysbench

Using the Aurora Benchmarking AMI
AWS has prepared an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) customized to make it easy to benchmark the
performance of Amazon Aurora. Customers can launch an instance of the Aurora Benchmarking AMI in
their own accounts and use the host name, user name, and password of their instance of Amazon
Aurora to run any or all of the Sysbench or TPC‐C tests included in the AMI.
Sysbench is the standard open‐source benchmark discussed in the previous section, for which MySQL
provides a tool here.
Transaction Processing Performance Council Benchmark C (TPC‐C) is another standard benchmark, for
which a test tool is available from Percona here. For the TPC‐C test, we create tables and foreign keys
and run the tpcc100.sql file to simulate a 100 warehouse data dump.

Launching the Aurora Benchmarking AMI
The Aurora Benchmarking AMI is available in three regions:





US East (N. Virginia): ami‐afe00ac4
US West (Oregon): ami‐0b6b6d3b
EU (Ireland) : ami‐f45d1983

To launch an instance of the benchmarking AMI, sign in to the AWS Management Console and select the
Amazon EC2 service. In the left pane, choose AMI. At the top, type the search string
AuroraBenchmarkAMI_2.0. Select the image you want, and choose Launch to launch the instance.
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The Aurora Benchmarking AMI connects to an Aurora database on port 3306. An existing Aurora
database running on port 3306 will work fine. Alternatively, create a new database using the
instructions in Getting Started with Amazon Aurora in the Amazon Relational Database Service User
Guide. Record the master user name, master password, and host name to use as parameters when you
start the benchmark tests.
Note that in the command line to invoke the benchmarks, the database name should be a new database
for the test, not the main database created with Aurora. For example, use sysbench_test not mydb.

Modifying the Parameter Group
To run the TPC‐C test, you need to adjust parameters. To do so, in the Aurora Management Console
create a new parameter group.

Once you have done so, in the list of parameter groups select the new benchmarkparameters group and
choose Edit Parameters. Scroll to the max_prepared_stmt_count parameter and set the value to
1048576. The TPC‐C test simulates a warehouse workload, and we set this parameter very high to allow
for a large volume of prepared statements without running into a bottleneck with the configuration.
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Scroll to the top of the page and choose Save Changes.
Next, choose Instances in the left pane, select your database and in the Instance Actions list choose
Modify. For DB Parameter Group, choose benchmarkparameters, and then choose Apply Immediately.

Choose Continue, and then validate your change. When you are through, choose Modify DB Instance,
and then restart the instance.

Running the Tests
Running the Sysbench Benchmark
Run the following command to perform the Sysbench benchmark test:
./db_benchmarks -test sysbench -engine db_engine -host host_name
db_name -p password -type instance_type -t time

-u user -D

The test should take at least 20 seconds. Results are reported to the command line.

Running the TPC‐C Benchmark
Run the following command to perform the TPC‐C benchmark test:
. /db_benchmarks --test tpcc --host host_name -u user
db_name

Results are reported to the command line.
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